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Why this matters?
� The culture of sustainability at Roosevelt 

can be improved
� Class additions can help the student body 

realize what they can do to be more 
sustainable

� ACP 101 reaches (pretty much) the entire 
student population 



Goals
� To make sustainability a part of the 

Roosevelt community and culture through 
implementing it into classes

� Provide faculty with documents and 
coursework they can use in their classes if 
they so choose

� Inspire students with knowledge they can 
use in their every day life



Process
� Met with Linda Jones (head of ACP) to 

get an idea of what ACP could benefit 
from

� Creation of coursework and activities that 
faculty can use

� Presentation of these ideas to ACP 101 
faculty (May 18th)



Our Ideas
�Waste audit
�Field Trips
�Campus tour with physical 

resources
�Sustainability & Social Justice



Waste Audit
� Have students conduct 

personal waste audits
� Over either a week or 

longer
� Have them reflect on what 

they’re contributing to the 
waste Roosevelt produces

� How can they change 
their behavior? And why 
should they?



Field Trips
o Two proposed field trips:
o A lake walk to understand the 

unsustainable nature of 
Chicago’s lakefront and take a 
look at all the trash

o Bubbly Creek to also look at an 
unsustainable natural area of 
Chicago

o Both used to reflect on 
sustainable and 
environmentally friendly 
behavior



Lakefront Walk



Bubbly Creek
� Originally 

polluted due 
to meat 
packing 
industry

� Stagnant 
creek that is 
still dealing 
with 
pollution 
issues 



Campus Tour
� Tour with a physical 

resources liaison  
� Learn about the 

sustainable efforts of 
Roosevelt as well as how 
Roosevelt can improve

� Provides an interesting 
look at the campus many 
students are a part of



Sustainability and Social 
Justice
� Bring sustainability into the already social 

justice focused ACP 101 classes
� Relate sustainability to:

� Environmental justice
� Environmental racism
� Conservation efforts
� Divestment
� Free Trade



THANK YOU


